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Abstract
Target Tracking Using Various Filters in Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery
Jessica Kiefer

This thesis explores the use and accuracy of several discrete-time image filters for the
purpose of target tracking in Synthetic Aperture Radar imagery. Both extended targets
and point targets are used for tracking, showing the need for different types of filters for
each target type.

Monte Carlo analysis is performed on the results of the extended target filter results to
determine the absolute mean-squared error between the filter prediction of the target
centroid and the actual location of the target centroid. Two different filters were chosen
for the extended target: Kalman and H Infinity.

Both the Kalman and H Infinity filters perform tracking by accurately estimating the
state of the dynamic system, and in some cases it may be useful to simulate a situation
when a target temporarily disappears from radar view. The ability of both filters to
predict target location with no input measurements is investigated. A unique trait of the
H Infinity filter is its ability to accurately and efficiently estimate the state of a dynamic
system given no information about the noise environment.

To simulate more realistic targets, smaller circular and square targets are created and a
sensitivity analysis is performed using the Kalman and H Infinity filters to determine the
shortfalls of these filter techniques as targets become smaller and smaller. The results
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indicate that these tracking methods are no longer useful as the targets become so
small that they approach being only a single pixel in size.

A new filter called the Prediction and Matching Detection (PAMD) filter is used for
single-pixel point targets. This filter illustrates the importance of having very high frame
rate images with little change in velocity over consecutive frames if choosing to use the
PAMD algorithm. The PAMD filter is extended to track more than one target at a time.

Tracking of raw SAR data is preferred over post-processed images due to the decreased
amount of processing time. The Kalman and H Infinity filters are implemented to track
raw radar data during its first 3 seconds of motion in 2-dimensions by accounting for the
measurements of two parameters: the squint angle and slant range. Noise is added to
the measurements to simulate platform inaccuracies.

The project is a continuation of prior SAR research at Cal Poly under Dr. John Saghri with
the sponsorship of Raytheon Space & Airborne Systems.
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1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Background
1.1 SAR History
The realization of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is often credited to Carl Wiley of
Goodyear Aerospace in 1951. SAR is an active microwave remote sensing technology
that is used to create two-dimensional images of targets and the Earth’s surface through
the use of radar [16]. The term “synthetic” in the name comes from the concept of
effectively creating a very long, narrow antenna by post-processing signal analysis rather
than using a physical structure. This yields a much better resolution in the axis
perpendicular to the radar beam (called the azimuth axis) effectively yielding images
with quality normally only possible by using a much larger physical radar antenna [13].

SAR became an important aspect of remote sensing in the 1970s when SAR technology
was introduced to satellite platforms [13]. The further increase in the use of SAR is based
mostly on the following principles: radar requires no illumination and works well in
darkness, the electromagnetic waves of radar frequencies pass through clouds with very
minimal deterioration, and radar scatters off targets much differently than optical
energy, allowing for a different perspective of surfaces than optical sensors can provide.

1.2 Radar Overview
A radio detection and ranging (radar) system uses electromagnetic waves to determine
various properties of moving and fixed objects, such as planes, ships, vehicles, terrain,
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and weather patterns. The system that comprises radar is a transmitter that sends
microwaves/radio waves which are reflected by the target (and any other object in their
path) and then detected and received by a receiver. The returned signal is often weak
and requires post-processing to obtain the desired results. Generally, the time it takes
for the signal to return to the receiver is used to determine how far away objects in the
signal path are [15]. This information can also be used to find velocity and dimensions.

1.4 SAR Platform Overview
Figure 1.1 shows a geometric model used to describe SAR data acquisition. This model is
the assumed platform used in this thesis and describes a moving aerial platform with a
side-looking radar antenna [3]. Figure 1.1 displays the platform at the point of minimum
distance from the target, which is called the point of minimum slant range. This type of
SAR platform is referred to as stripmap SAR, in which the radar beam is constantly
pointed in the same direction relative to the platform. This means the area illuminated
by the beam is constantly changing.
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Figure 1.1: Synthetic Aperture Radar Geometry

The following terms are used to describe the geometry in Figure 1:

Azimuth: The azimuth direction refers to the axis in parallel with that of the moving
platform, and increases with the direction of the platform.

Beam Footprint: As a pulse is transmitted through space, pulses of electromagnetic
energy are emitted towards the ground. This results in the radar antenna projecting a
beam onto an area of the ground called beam footprint.

Range: The range direction refers to the direction directly perpendicular to the moving
platform, and increases perpendicular away from the platform.
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Squint Angle: The squint angle is the angle measured in the slant range plane that the
slant range vector makes with the zero Doppler plane. This angle depends upon the
target range for a given beam pointing direction.

1.5 MSTAR Images
The Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recognition (MSTAR) data is a large
set of public spotlight-mode SAR images of various targets. A portion of this project
utilizes this image set for the purpose of tracking both extended targets as well as point
targets. The background noise created in this project is actually generated directly from
the MSTAR sample images.

The MSTAR images are very low pixel resolution at 128 x 128 pixels and are created to
have an apparent viewing angle from directly above the target. The approximate
physical resolution per pixel is 0.3047 meters with the pixel spacing being 0.2 meters [5].

It is important to note that in an MSTAR image, the extended target is stationary and
comprises a fair amount of the image. A sample MSTAR image can be seen below in
Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Sample MSTAR Image

1.6 Image Reconstruction
The creation of a SAR image involves the reconstruction of what’s called a target image
function. This function represents the radar reflectivity of the target region, and is often
called f (x,y) where x and y are the range and azimuth dimensions [5] [13].

Mathematically, the reconstruction of a target image function (to create a SAR image),
involves using matched filtering with the signal returned to the radar antenna from the
target region. This signal, s (t,u), is multiplied in the frequency domain by a modified,
phase-shifted version of the complex conjugate of the transmitted radar signal P (ω).
The phase is only shifted when using spotlight-mode SAR where the beam-stearing is
used [5] [17]. Once this matched-filtering is done, the frequency domain version of the
reconstructed target function is: [5] [13]
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(1.1)

The    and    shown in this equation are simple domain transformation
functions to place the target function in the x-y Cartesian plane [5] [13].

The output SAR image is actually obtained by using the two-dimensional Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) on the frequency domain function in Equation 1. Figure 1.3
describes all of the signals and variables used in this equation. Fast-time and slow-time
refer to the time domains in the range dimension (in the radar beam signal) and azimuth
dimension (in the synthetic aperture) [5] [13].
 

  


The measured radar signal returned to the SAR antenna.

The matched-filter complex conjugate of the transmitted radar signal.

Spatial frequency domain in the range dimension (frequency domain for t).



Spatial frequency domain in the azimuth dimension (frequency domain for u).



Fast-time frequency domain (frequency domain for t).





Slow-time frequency domain (frequency domain for u).

Range dimension center position of the target region.

Azimuth dimension center position of the target region.

Figure 1.3: SAR Image Reconstruction Signals and Variables
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1.7 SAR Imaging of Ground Moving Targets
SAR requires data to be taken using multiple receive and transmit antenna positions. For
this reason, it is most successfully used over relatively immobile targets.

2 Evolution of Radar Target Tracking and Algorithms
2.1 History of Tracking and Adaptive Thresholding
Historically, there have been two main goals to military target tracking: the first goal is
to predict a target’s future location to use for interception/destruction. The second goal
is for navigation and collision avoidance, used more often for civilian cases [11].

The oldest method for obtaining tracking information on a target was done manually.
An operator would use a grease pencil to manually mark on the monitor the location of
the target each time the radar data scan came in. Obviously, this was not very effective
and it was soon realized that computers were much more apt for the job of target
tracking. This paved the way for Automatic Detection and Tracking (ADT).

The statistical framework necessary for ADT has been around since the 1940s, however
the widespread use of ADT was not prevalent until digital processing and computer
hardware became more affordable. The first use of ADT was very limited, and system
noise was often assumed to be constant, therefore ignoring the fact that a realistic
environment was guaranteed to have additional noise that would be nearly impossible
to account for [12].
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This paved the way for a new approach to tracking called adaptive thresholding. This
new method assumed that the noise density was known, except for a few
unknown/changing parameters such as the mean and variance. Other known variables
were then used to help estimate unknown values of mean and variance. Spawning from
the adaptive thresholding and ADT are the more modern versions of tracking—the
numerous named filters used for various applications today.

2.2 Various Tracking Filters
Highlighted in this section are more modern filters that are used for tracking of many
different targets—not necessarily military targets. Not all of the filters are optimal for
use in military grade target tracking. In addition, some filters are adaptive, while others
are not.
2.21 Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter, discovered in the 1960s by Rudolf Kalman, is a time-domain recursive
filter with the ability to estimate the state of a dynamic system by using a series of
measurements. The Kalman filter operates by propagating the state mean and
covariance through time. The only information required for the filter is the state
estimate from the previous time instant and the current measurement; there is no need
to keep history of all past state estimates. Kalman filters are most often used for
systems which contain large amounts of noise. Some applications of Kalman filters are
control theory, radar, and computer vision. To use the Kalman filter to estimate the
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state of a process, one must model the process after the Kalman filtering procedure
described in the following section.
From a high level, the Kalman filter uses feedback control to estimate a process [1]. The
Kalman filter first estimates the state at an instance in time and then obtains feedback
in the form of noisy measurements. This can be further broken down into two types of
equations: time update equations and measu
measurement
rement update equations. Time update
equations propagate the error covariance matrices and current state to obtain a priori
measurements for the next set of equations. The measurement update equations are
used to incorporate the noisy measurements yielding an improved a posteriori estimate.
This discrete process continues until the user chooses to stop it.

The time update equations
uations can be thought of as a form of “predictor” equations,
whereas the measurement update equations are a form of “corrector” equations. An
illustration of this high-level
level process can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Circular Discrete Kalman Filter Cycle
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A summary of the Kalman equations are as follows:

1) Update Kalman Gain Matrix


      !

"

(2.1)

2) Acquire new measurement, #

3) Update State Estimate with new measurement
$%

$%   # &  $%

(2.2)

4) Update Error Covariance matrix
' &   



(2.3)

5) Project ahead and find state based on system dynamics

$%("

) $%

(2.4)

6) Project ahead and find the error covariance based on dynamics and expected
process noise

("

)  )  *

(2.5)

2.2.2 H Infinity Filter

H infinity filters are a more robust version of the Kalman filter first introduced in 1987
by Mike Grimble, a professor in the UK [9]. The Kalman filter relies on many statistical
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quantities attributed to noise being known, and thus defined, in the equations used for
processing. However, these statistical quantities are not always known or computable.
The H infinity filter is able to solve the problem of noise uncertainty and its equations do
not make any assumptions about the noise present in the system. The H infinity filter
also does not require the noise processes to be zero mean, as does the Kalman filter.
One reason the H infinity filter is not more widely used is its lack of uniformity—there
are many different versions of the H infinity filter available, making it difficult to
standardize.

The Kalman filter results in the smallest possible standard deviation of the estimation
error. More succinctly, the Kalman filter is the minimum variance estimator. On the
other hand, the H infinity filter does not make assumptions about noise and therefore
minimizes the worst case estimation error.

Suppose we have a discrete linear system defined by the following:
$("
0

+$  ,-  .

1$  #

(2.6)

where A, B, and C are known matrices; k is the time index; x is the system state; u is the
know system input; y is the measured output; and w and z are noise.

Given the discrete linear system above, the H infinity filter seeks to solve the following:
234% 2567 8
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where J is an arbitrary measure of the validity of the H infinity state estimator. In other
words, this problem is saying: given the worst (or max) possible values of w and z, we
want to find a state estimate that will minimize the worst possible effect that the noise,
w and z, will have on the estimation error. The above problem statement also gives
indication as to why the H infinity filter is sometimes called the minimax filter.

Given the definition of the discrete linear system along with the problem that the H
infinity filter seeks to solve, one can write the filter equations as follows:
9



$%("

("

' & *  1 : " 1
+ 9 1 : "

"

+$%  ,-   0 & 1$%

(2.7)

+ 9 +  ;

Kk is the H infinity gain matrix. The state estimate at t = 0 should be initialized to the
designer’s best guess as to what the initial state of the system is. From this, P should be
set small if one is highly confident in the guess chosen for the initial state estimate.

Looking at the H infinity filter equations, it is reasonable to notice that there are many
more filter parameters that require tweaking than can be found in the Kalman filter
equations. For this reason, it may be more difficult to fine-tune an H infinity filter than a
Kalman filter.
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2.2.3 α-β Filter
The α-β filter is frequently thought of as one of the simplest tracking filters [12]. The α-β
filter is a steady-state Kalman filter that can be applied to a two-state Newtonian system
with an input of position measurements. The α-β filter is defined by the following
system equations:
$< 
:< 

$=   >$?  & $= 

:<  & @  A$?  & $=  CB

$=   @

(2.8)

$=   :<  B

Where xs(k) is the smoothed position, Vs(k) is the smoothed velocity, xp(k) is the
predicted position, xm(k) is the measured position, T is the time between positions, and
α and β are the system gains. Typically, α should be greater than zero and β should be
less than one.

The values for α and β are often determined experimentally. This may seem daunting,
but it is quite simple when you start from reasonable values and adjust based on your
results. As previously stated, the value for β should be small so that speed estimates are
not excessively affected by slight variations from the input measurements. A good
starting value for β is between 0.05 and 0.10. The α correction is not directly related to
the Newtonian kinematic equations; rather it is used to maintain consistency between
velocity and acceleration variables. A good initial value range for α is between 0.10 and
0.20 [6].
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2.2.4 Particle Filter

Particle Filters were discovered around the 1940s, however were not widely used until
the 1980s due to the large amount of computational power required to run the filter [10].
The reason for the large computational power is the statistically-intensive, brute-force
approach to filtering that works very well for systems that cannot easily be filtered with
more standard approaches, such as the Kalman filter. In other words, the particle works
very well for systems that are highly nonlinear.

The particle filter relies on a Bayesian approach to state estimation. In fact, the
derivation of the particle filter is a probability-based estimator that is based on Bayes’
Rule. Bayes’ Rule is used to statistically determine both the a priori probability density
function (pdf) and the a posteriori probability density function of output of a given
system. These results are then combined recursively to make the particle filter. The
following are the steps used to implement the particle filter.

1. System and Measurement Equations are given by:
$("
0

D $  .

E $  F

(2.9)

whr {wk} 54d {vk} 5r 34d4d4t wh3t 4o3s rocsss w3th k4ow4

rob5b3l3ty d4s3ty fu4ct3o4s {k} 3s th k4ow4 34ut 54d {yk} 3s th outut

2 Th usr th4 5ssu2s th5t th df of th 34t35l st5t 0 3s k4ow4 54d

r54do2ly g4r5ts N 34t35l 5rt3cls b5sd o4 th df 0  Th 5r52tr
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N 3s chos4 by th usr wh3l co4s3dr34g tr5d-offs such 5s co2ut5t3o45l
ffort 54d st325t3o4 5ccur5cy

3 For d3scrt v5lus of k th5t 3s k

@ 2… rfor2 th follow34g sts:

5 Obt534 5 r3or3 5rt3cls x k−,i us34g th k4ow4 rocss qu5t3o4 54d th
k4ow4 df of th rocss 4o3s g3v4 by:

$d

(
d
D" $"
 ."
 Def g

@2 …  h

(2.10)

Whr 5ch wki −1 4o3s vctor 3s r54do2ly g4r5td b5sd o4 th k4ow4
df of wk −1 

b Co2ut th rl5t3v l3kl3hood q3 of 5ch 5rt3cl x k−,i tr534d o4 th
25sur24t yk Ev5lu5t th df p y k | x k−,i b5sd o4 th 4o4l345r

(

)

25sur24t qu5t3o4 54d th df of th 25sur24t 4o3s

c Prfor2 sc5l34g o4 th rl5t3v l3kl3hoods q3 obt534d 34 st b us34g
th follow34g qu5t3o4:

md

md
p
noq" mo

(2.11)

Th3s 4surs th su2 of th l3kl3hoods 3s qu5l to o4

d G4r5t th st of 5 ostr3or3 5rt3cls x k+,i b5sd o4 th rl5t3v
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Figure2.2: Example of Resampling in Particle Filter Algorithm

(e) Now there is a set of particles x k+,i th5t 5r d3str3butd 5ccord34g to th df
p x k | y k  For th3s r5so4 w c54 co2ut 54y ds3rd st5t3st3c5l

(

)

25sur24t of th3s df howvr w 5r ty3c5lly 34trstd 34 th 254
54d cov5r354c

2.2.5 Variations of the Kalman Filter

Several techniques can be preformed given the standard Kalman filter equations which
will allow their results to be more accurate in certain situations [10]. The alterations
render the formulas mathematically equivalent, but will result in filters that improve
computational time, precision, and stability.
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The following Figure 2.3 provides an illustration of the variations to the Kalman Filter
and a summary of their benefits.

Sequential Kalman Filter

Information Filtering

U-D Filtering

Propagates Inverse of
Avoids Matrix Inversion

Increase Precision
Covariance Matrix

Figure 2.3: Variations of the Kalman Filter

Sequential Kalman Filter

The sequential Kalman filter is a great way to implement the Kalman filter without the
need for matrix inversion. This is most useful for use in an embedded system that does
not have matrix routines. However, there is a limited use for this filter. It is a
requirement that the Rk (measurement covariance matrix) is either diagonal or constant.
To illustrate the concept of the sequential Kalman Filter, two images are shown in
Figures 2.4 and 2.5.
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Figure2.4: Measurement update equation of the standard Kalman filter showing r x r matrix inversion

Figure 2.5: Measurement update equation of sequential Kalman filter showing r scalar divisions

The only differences in the equations can be summed up as follows. The gain and
covariance updates are obtained from the normal Kalman filter measurement-update
equations, however they are simply modified to only apply for scalar conditions.

For i = 1,…,r:
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In summary, it only makes sense to use the sequential Kalman filter if one does not have
access to matrix inversion routines. Otherwise, this method requires far more
calculations than the standard Kalman filter.

Information Filtering

This implementation of the Kalman filter propagates the inverse of the P matrix rather
than propagating P [10]. Recall that P represents the uncertainty in the state estimate. If
P is large, this implies there is a lot of error in the state estimate. To remedy for this
situation, a new matrix, called the Information matrix, is created and defined as follows:

'

"

(2.13)

where ' now represents the certainty (as opposed to uncertainty) in the state estimate.
The information filter is given by the following equations
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In the standard Kalman filter, there is an inversion required with an r x r matrix where r
is the number of measurements. The information filter requires several n x n matrix
inversions, where n is the number of states. If it is the case that r >> n (many more
measurements than states), then it may be computationally more effective to use the
information filter.

By using the information filter, if the initial uncertainty is infinite, we cannot numerically
set the P matrix to infinity; however we can numerically set the ' matrix to zero. This
makes the filter mathematically more precise for the zero initial certainty situation. The
Kalman filter is more precise for the zero initial uncertainty situation.

U-D Filtering

The U-D filter was derived to increase the numerical precision of the Kalman filter. As a
tradeoff, the computational cost of the filter increases. The premise behind the U-D
filter is to factor the n x n matrix P as UDUT, where U is an n x n upper triangular matrix
with ones along its diagonal and D is an n x n diagonal matrix. The U-D filtering
algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Start with the a priori estimation covariance  at time k. Define P0 =   .
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2. For i= 1,…,r, where r is the number of measurements, perform the following:
(a) Define Hi as the ith row of H, Ri as the ith diagonal entry of T. Also define the
constant >d

d d" d  !d

(b) Perform a U-D factorization of Pi-1 to obtain Ui-1 and Di-1, and then form the
matrix UDUT using the following equations:
vw
vu
v
a. u

b. ud wd ud

xwd" &

"

yz

wd" ud"d wdd ud" d

v ud" u
v w
v
ud" u

{

(c) Compute Ui and Di as follows:
5 ud
b wd

v
ud" u
v
w

3 Th 5 ostr3ror3 st325t3o4 cov5r354c 3s g3v4 5s P
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3 Extended Target Simulation Design and Results
3.1 Generating MSTAR Images to Use for Simulation
The images created for simulation feature several frames of the same target at multiple
X-Y coordinate locations as the target moves throughout space. Each image is 200 by
200 pixels and contains a target that is approximately 50 pixels by 30 pixels.

The images are comprised of random noisy background images generated from true
MSTAR image noise. On top of this background, a target generated from true MSTAR
images is placed. This target is rotated between -10 and +10 degrees to simulate actual
driving maneuvers. In addition to the noise that is present in the true MSTAR images,
additional noise is added in MATLAB in the following forms: salt and pepper, speckle,
and Gaussian. Figure 3.1 shows an example of how a random MSTAR image is created.
The following sections discuss each MATLAB function in greater detail.

Figure 3.1: Sample MSTAR image including random background and rotated target
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3.2 Generating Random Noisy Images
To better simulate real MSTAR SAR images, images with random noise were created.
There are several ways to do this, however the way I chose resulted in the most realistic
noise best suited for my simulations. Processed MSTAR images from Sandia Labs [3] were
used to extract twenty unique 50 by 50 pixel images of true MSTAR background noise.

genNoise.m: This MATLAB function processed the 50 by 50 pixel images of true
MSTAR background noise using the following steps:

•

Generate a blank 200 by 200 pixel image that will eventually become the
background random noise used for simulation.

•

Generate sixteen random numbers between one and twenty to be used to
randomly choose which of the twenty unique MSTAR background noise images
to add to the blank 200 by 200 pixel blank image.

•

Generate a tiled matrix of random unique MSTAR background image noises. In
any given 200 by 200 pixel blank image, there will be sixteen randomly
generated 50 by 50 pixel images of true MSTAR background noise

•

Repeat this process until twenty-six 200 by 200 pixel images are created

Figure 3.2 shows a sample image created, first by showing the sixteen images that will
be tiled together, and then showing the resulting image they create.
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Figure 3.2: Sample Noisy Background Image generated using genNoise.m

3.3 Generating Rotated Target Images
Instead of simply placing the target image onto each background image generated in
genNoise.m, it was decided that a more realistic approach is to insert images of the
target that are rotated slightly. This provides a more accurate image for simulation
because it accounts for a truer maneuver of a vehicular target.

The MATLAB function rotateImage.m takes an image and the corresponding angle
to which one wishes to rotate the image. For the purpose of generating rotated targets,
the same target was used while the angle varied between -10 and +10 degrees. Using
the cosine and sine functions, new X and Y coordinates are determined for all pixels in
the original image. MATLAB then utilizes its function ‘imrotate()’ to rotate the
image. Samples of the target are shown rotated between the range of -10 to +10
degrees in Figure 3.3.
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-1 degree

-3 degrees

-8 degrees

-10 degrees

+1 degree

+3 degrees

+8 degrees +10 degrees

Figure 3.3: Sample targets rotated between -10 degrees and +10 degrees

3.4 Post-Processing Filtering of MSTAR Images
Post-processing of MSTAR images is required because the images are inherently noisy.
This processing is necessary to make the Kalman filter run more accurately, since
performing the same filtration techniques on every image will allow for a common
metric. The following are the post-processing steps taken in the program
findBlob.m:
•

Threshold the original image to create a binary image. This threshold carries a
value between 0 and 1. The output binary image will have a value of 1 (white) for
all pixels in the input image with a brightness greater than the threshold and will
have a value of 0 (black) for all pixels less than or equal to the threshold.
findBlob.m uses a threshold of 0.5. Figure 3.4 shows an example of an
original MSTAR image and the results of the threshold.
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Original Image

Binary Image

Figure 3.4 - Threshold Step of Post-Processing

•

The function bwlabel is used to label the binary image shown in Figure 3.4.
Bwlabel returns a matrix containing labels for all connected components that
are connected by 4 or more pixels.

•

Once the image is labeled, the blob with the maximum area is located and
everything else in the image is filtered out, leaving only the largest blob—which
should correspond to the target. This yields a fully-filtered image as shown in
Figure 3.5.
Fully Filtered Image

Figure 3.5 - Fully-Filtered Image of Target showing an ‘x’ where the centroid is located
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The next step is to determine the centroid of the fully-filtered target shown in Figure
3.5. The centroid consists of the row and column pixel locations of the center of the
blob.

3.5 Kalman Filtering of MSTAR Images
The Kalman filter algorithm used to process the MSTAR images follows the process for
2-D Kalman filtering introduced in Chapter 2. The program myKalman.m first initializes
all of the Kalman filter parameters. Next, each image is looped through and is passed to
findBlob.m to determine its centroid location. This centroid location is then used as
the current input state to the Kalman filter which then updates all parameters. The true
centroid locations (as determined in findBlob.m) are plotted with the Kalman centroid
locations (as determined in myKalman.m) and displayed, giving the user a visual
representation of the accuracy of the Kalman filter algorithm. A sample Kalman filter
image is shown in Figure 3.6. The smaller, red ‘x’ indicates the Kalman estimated state,
whereas the larger, magenta ‘x’ represents the true centroid location.

Figure 3.6 - Sample Kalman Algorithm Image Showing True and Kalman Estimated State
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3.6 Extended Target Simulation Results
Using the same set of 26 extended target images, both the Kalman filter and H Infinity
filter were tested for performance. Using conservative, un-tuned matrix values for P and
Q of P = 100 and Q = 0.01, the results for both filters appear to be very similar. The
results for the Kalman filter are shown in Figure 3.7, while the results for the H Infinity
filter are shown in Figure 3.8.

When altering the values of P or Q, it was noticed that there were certain values of P or
Q that would yield undesirable results, such as unstable filters, or poorly tuned filters
that take too long to converge. This phenomenon applies to both filters, however not
for the same values of P or Q. For this reason, a Monte Carlo analysis was performed
and is discussed in greater detail in the following section.
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True Centroid Locations and Kalman Centroid Locations
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Figure 3.7: True centroid locations and Kalman centroid locations

True Centroid Locations and H Infinity Centroid Locations
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Figure 3.8: True centroid locations and H Infinity centroid locations
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3.7 Monte Carlo Analysis
In both Kalman and H infinity filtering, the P (the covariance matrix of the error in the
state estimate) and Q (the covariance matrix of the error in the process noise) matrices
have a significant impact on the performance of the filter. For this reason, it was
advantageous to perform a Monte Carlo analysis on these two matrices.

Monte Carlo analysis refers to a computational algorithm that allows the user to
simulate a mathematical system [14]. There is no “one” way to perform the analysis,
rather there is a typical approach. This typical approach, and the one used for this
project, is:

1. Define a domain of inputs
2. Generate inputs from the domain and perform necessary calculations on them
3. Combine the results of the individual calculations into the final result

A MATLAB function was written to step through various values of the P and Q matrices.
The following sections illustrate how Monte Carlo Analysis was used to further optimize
the original designs of the Kalman and H Infinity filters.
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3.7.1 Monte Carlo Analysis of Kalman Filter
Kalman Filter

Initial Value

Final Value

Increment Value

P

5

122.5

2.5

Q

0.0001

0.9783

0.0208125

Figure 3.9: P and Q Values for Monte Carlo Analysis using the Kalman filter

Figure 3.10: Mean-Squared Errors for Row Pixels
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Figure 3.11: Mean-Squared Errors for Column Pixels

The results for the Kalman Monte Carlo analysis indicated that the value of the P
coefficient has no effect on the mean-squared error for a given Q value.
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3.7.2 Monte Carlo Analysis of H Infinity Filter

H Infinity Filter

Initial Value

Final Value

Increment Value

P

5

154

1

Q

0.001

0.2245

0.0015

Figure 3.12: Monte Carlo Analysis Parameters for H Infinity Filter

Figure 3.13: Mean-Squared Error for Row Pixels with H Infinity Filter
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Figure 3.14: Mean-Squared Error for Column Pixels with H Infinity Filter

It is important to note that in the results of the Monte Carlo analysis, it may appear that
the filter goes unstable at times (judging by the very large mean-squared error for
certain values of P and Q). This is not the case, however. After only a few iterations, the
filter quickly stabilizes and continues to track as expected. The results can be seen in
Figure 3.15 for the H Infinity filter when P = 11 and Q = 0.166.
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True Centroid Locations and H Infinity Centroid Locations
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Figure 3.15: Sample of large mean-squared error graphical results for H Infinity filter
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4 Point Target Simulation Design and Results
4.1 Point Target Discussion
While the chapter on extended targets is useful to illustrate basic target tracking
principles, it is not an entirely accurate representation of true target tracking processes.
This chapter serves the purpose of expanding the research performed in Chapter 3 on
extended targets and focusing on point targets.

With extended targets, it is fairly easy to recognize a target in a given image as it
encompasses many pixels and is often vastly different in intensity and size from the
background noise. However, as the detector gets farther away from a target, the target
will begin to appear as a smaller blob in the image. Beyond a certain distance away, a
target’s location may be uncertain as it will only encompass one pixel in the entire
image [4]. Because of the target’s small size, both detection and tracking pose difficulties.

This chapter on point targets will illustrate the need for an alternate form of tracking
besides the traditional Kalman and H-Infinity tracking presented in Chapter 3. To
illustrate the limitations to the Kalman and H-Infinity tracking methods, a small circular
target present in a noisy image will be analyzed as it becomes progressively smaller.
Next, various methods of target tracking of a true point target of 1 pixel will be
introduced including a simulation of one of the methods.
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4.2 Modifications to Original Kalman and H Infinity Functions
This section focuses on the slight modifications made to the Kalman and H-Infinity
functions written for extended targets in Chapter 3. The main difference between the
extended target tracking and the circular target tracking is the creation of test images.
First, a path for the object is defined. This path represents the centroid of the circle as it
traverses the test image. However, a path error is also defined which allows the centroid
to be a certain pixel distance away from the true path based on a random decision
function. In addition, the type and amount of background noise can be chosen by the
user. Next, a circle of specified radius is placed on the path and its position is altered if
there is a path error defined for any of its locations. A sample of a test image is shown in
Figure 4.1 with a circle of radius 4.

Figure 4.1: Sample Test Image for Circular Target of Radius 4 Pixels
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Next the set of sample test images created along the path is sent through the same
Kalman and H-Infinity algorithms as used for the extended target. The above process is
repeated for a square target to compare outcomes. A sample test image for a square
target is shown in Figure 4.2. The simulation results are plotted and analyzed in the
following section.

Figure 4.2: Sample Test Image for Square Target of Length 4 Pixels

4.3 Kalman and H-Infinity Filter Results for Circular and Square Targets
Perhaps the most obvious finding is that the circular target often becomes lost in the
background noise and is sometimes even found to be in an incorrect location. The
following image in Figure 4.3 shows a case where the background noise is too
prominent and the findBlob.m function cannot correctly locate the target.
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Figure 4.3: Sample Image Showing Incorrectly Located Circular Target Due to Background Noise

When the target is incorrectly located, this causes the filter to go awry for a few
iterations; however it can be seen in Figure 4.4 that the Kalman filter very quickly
stabilizes back to its original path. However, this is not the case with the H Infinity filter
as shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Awry Kalman Filter Example for Circular Target

In the case shown in Figure 4.4 above, the re-convergence to the path takes several
iterations. Through experimentation, it was shown that this re-convergence time can be
shortened or lengthened based on one’s choice of the H matrix in the filter parameters.
The H matrix is called the measurement matrix and relates the Kalman state to the
current measurement. There are no noise effects included in the H matrix [2]. Larger
values chosen to comprise the H matrix makes the system more dependent on dynamics
rather than on the overall path. This translates to a longer re-convergence time.
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Figure 4.5: Awry H Infinity Filter Example for Circular Target

In Figure 4.5 above, it is easy to see the differences between the Kalman Filter results
and the H Infinity Filter results. One can note that when a centroid is incorrectly located,
the H Infinity filter appears to have more difficulty in returning to the target path
compared to the Kalman Filter.

To experiment the effects of the above results, multiple test cases were run and the
results are tabulated in Figures 4.6 through 4.11. The results in the tables are for
averaged test results over 5 runs.
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Kalman Filter with 5%
Gaussian White Noise and 1
pixel path error averaged
over 5 runs

Radius/Half
Edge Size

Circular Target

Square Target

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

6 pixels

0.5037 - row
0.7077 - col

0

0.7150 - row
0.6694 - col

0

4 pixels

26.185 - row
179.084 - col

1.2

0.5981 - row
0.7136 - col

0

2 pixels

5450.7 - row
3726.4 -col

68.6

3076.7 - row
3636.2 - col

58.0

Figure 4.6: Simulated Point Targets for Kalman Filter with 5% Noise

Kalman Filter with 7.5%
Gaussian White Noise and 1
pixel path error averaged
over 5 runs

Radius/Half
Edge Size

Circular Target

Square Target

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

6 pixels

0.6909 - row
0.8291 - col

0

0.6291 - row
0.6595 - col

0

4 pixels

205.20 - row
408.77 - col

6.6

0.9094 - row
0.8352 – col

0

2 pixels

4590.1 - row
4177.3 - col

71.6

3886.2 - row
3819.8 - col

60.6

Figure 4.7: Simulated Point Targets for Kalman Filter with 7.5% Noise
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Kalman Filter with 10%
Gaussian White Noise and 1
pixel path error averaged
over 5 runs

Radius/Half
Edge Size

Circular Target

Square Target

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

6 pixels

1.0230 - row
0.9583 - col

0

0.8574 - row
0.8002 - col

0

4 pixels

2016.5 - row
1644.2 -col

22.6

1.0759 - row
1.1433 - col

0

2 pixels

4438.5 - row
3798.2 - col

70.0

3939.0 - row
5004.2 - col

65.8

Figure 4.8: Simulated Point Targets for Kalman Filter with 10% Noise

H Infinity Filter with 5%
Gaussian White Noise and 1
pixel path error averaged
over 5 runs

Radius/Half
Edge Size

Circular Target

Square Target

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

6 pixels

4.9942 - row
3.9596 - col

0

4.8961 - row
4.0473 - col

0

4 pixels

5.9035 - row
3.5327 - col

2.2

5.3178 - row
4.1626 - col

0

2 pixels

6010.4 - row
4856.0 - col

71.9

5005.7 - row
4904.6 - col

61.8

Figure 4.9: Simulated Point Targets for H Infinity Filter with 5% Noise
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H Infinity Filter with 7.5%
Gaussian White Noise and 1
pixel path error averaged
over 5 runs

Radius/Half
Edge Size

Circular Target

Square Target

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

6 pixels

5.4896 - row
4.3100 - col

0

4.2509 - row
4.3492 - col

0

4 pixels

725.76 - row
372.95 - col

6.4

5.8446 - row
4.8412 - col

0.2

2 pixels

5481.1 - row
5248.1 - col

70.8

5408.6 - row
5306.9 - col

64.4

Figure 4.10: Simulated Point Targets for H Infinity Filter with 7.5% Noise

H Infinity Filter with 10%
Gaussian White Noise and 1
pixel path error averaged
over 5 runs

Radius/Half
Edge Size

Circular Target

Square Target

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

Mean
Squared
Error (pixels)

# of
Incorrect
Centroid
Locations

6 pixels

5.5930 - row
4.5734 - col

0

4.9340 - row
4.1356 - col

0

4 pixels

1632.6 - row
1905.0 - col

22.2

85.977 - row
9.8845 - col

0.4

2 pixels

6698.9 - row
5056.7 - col

72.2

5343.5 - row
5081.4 - col

64.8

Figure 4.11: Simulated Point Targets for H Infinity Filter with 10% Noise
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As can be seen in Figures 4.6 through 4.11, the results for both the circular and square
target were consistent for both the Kalman and H Infinity filters. As noise increased, so
did the number of incorrect centroid locations. It can be seen that the largest
discontinuity in the incorrect prediction of centroid locations was between 7.5%
Gaussian White Noise and 10% Gaussian White Noise, whereas the difference in results
between 5% and 7.5% was much less harsh.

As expected, the square target outperformed the circular target. This is because for any
given radius/half edge size, the square will actually comprise of more white pixels than
the circle will, making the algorithm used to find the target more accurate.

Neither filter severely outperformed the other and thus proves that both the Kalman
and H Infinity filters are viable tracking filters for this type of exaggerated point target.
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5 Prediction and Matching Detection Filter Point Target
Tracking
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 discussed circular and square targets as they became progressively smaller,
with the smallest target being a 4 pixel diameter circle and a 4 pixel wide square. The
results show that neither the Kalman filter nor the H Infinity filter accurately performs
for a target that small using the experimental methods provided in this thesis. This
chapter will examine algorithms that can be used on the smallest of all point targets—a
single pixel.

Initial work on detection of a single pixel moving point target is called the Track-BeforeDetect (TBD) algorithm [7]. The method is still being improved since it is currently
impractical because of the amount of time used for computation to search the entire
image space for all possible trajectories for each target and their corresponding
velocities. Currently there is work being performed to experiment with new techniques
for target detection such as: using the wavelet function, experimenting with neural
networks, and attempting multiple feature fusion [8].

This thesis explores a type of algorithm called the Prediction and Matching Detection
Algorithm (PAMD). It relies on a very high image frame rate [18] and assumes that the
point target is moving in a fairly straight path given a short amount of time. The filter
first makes a prediction about the target’s location based on the target’s history. Then
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the algorithm looks for a target at or near the predicted location to determine its path.
This type of algorithm classifies the PAMD as a track before detect (TBD) algorithm.

5.2 Prediction and Matching Detection Algorithm
5.2.1 PAMD Test Image Creation

To perform the PAMD filter testing, 26 sample images were created. Each image was
128x128 pixels and was comprised of 10% Gaussian White Noise. This Gaussian White
Noise is to simulate the process and speckle noise present in practical SAR image
generation scenarios. Speckle noise is caused by constructive interference from the
processing of multiple wave front data points in the raw SAR data. An object in the
images target region produces radar backscatter due to multiple pulses and is postprocessed multiple times—sometimes it is destructive interference and the pixel value is
too low, and other times it is constructive interference and the pixel value is too high.
Each image contained a single point target pixel with an intensity brighter than all other
pixels in the image. Successive images contained the same point target at a distance less
than 3 pixels away in all dimensions to simulate a high frame-rate sensing system.
During one of the frames, the pixel is moved to a location completely out of the
expected path to test the filter for resilience to extremely noisy input. A sample image is
shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Sample Test Image for the PAMD Filter

5.2.2 PAMD Algorithm Description

The start of the point target’s track is found by locating the pixel with the maximum grey
level in the first frame. This pixel is then tracked in all subsequent frames. The following
matrices are created:

•

Position (26x2): Holds the current (x,y) position of the tracked path

•

Predicted Position (26x2): Holds the projected position for the next time frame.

•

Match Flag (26x1): Set to a ‘1’ if a point target was found in the image frame for
a given time.

•

Match Number (26x1): Holds the consecutive number of matched predictions to
the actual track point

•

Consecutive Predicted Number (26x1): Holds the consecutive number of failures
to determine when/if to drop out of the algorithm.

The algorithm works by using the changes from the previous two frames to predict the
most likely position in the next frame. This position is then used as the center of a 7x7
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mask region to search for a point target in the next frame. The equations used to
compute the predicted position of the point target in the next frame (the center of the
7x7 mask) are:
fg e gge(" $

1-ff e gge $  $"  $" & $

fg e gge(" $

(5.1)

1-ff e gge $  $"  $" & $

In these formulas, the index k represents the number of the image frame currently
being read in. The differential terms dx1 and dy1 represent the change in position
between the current frame and the previous frame, whereas dx2 and dy2 represent the
change in position between frames k-1 and k-2. The $" & $ and 0" & 0
terms are not included in the formulas for k < 3.

Figure 5.2 shows this set of computations in graphical form.

Figure 5: Predicting Process (Circles represent known position, crosses represent predicted position)
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For each k frame, once the position of the target track for frame k+1 is predicted, the
k+1 frame is read in and sent to a findPixel() algorithm. This algorithm searches for
the point target in a confined region surrounding the predicted position. The region is
confined based on two parameters: distance from the predicted position and the
current angle of the track path. The searched region is initially confined to a 7x7 pixel
mask around the predicted position, but any point targets found in this mask region
must also be located with 45˚ (on either side) of the angle between the previous two
track positions. This ensures that the maximum change in track path is a reasonable
figure of 45˚. In a high frame-rate system, the angle of the track path would not be
changing significantly between individual frames.

If no point target is found in the allowable subsection of the image, then it is assumed
the current k+1 frame represents a very noisy measurement, and no point target
location is extracted. Instead, the location of the predicted position is used as the
current position for the k+1 time index.

After a specifiable number of consecutive “failures” (in which no point target was found
and the predicted position was used as the next current position), the algorithm’s
tracked path is no longer reliable since it is still using the dynamics (dx1, dy1, dx2, dy2)
from several frames prior and no new input has been obtained. At this point, the
algorithm should quit to avoid reporting unreliable information. A flowchart showing
the steps taken in the algorithm can be found in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the PAMD Filter Algorithm

5.3 PAMD Filter Simulation Results for Single Point Target Tracking
The PAMD filter results are based on the set of 26 input images described in Figure 5.4.
Gaussian white noise of 10% of the pixels is added to each frame. There is also an
instance when the target temporarily disappears for one frame—indicated by bold font
in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4 illustrates the actual point target location and the filter’s
estimated point target location. Figure 5.5 displays the path of the point target.
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Frame Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Actual Point Target Computed PAMD Point
Location
Target Location
(20, 12)
(20, 12)
(22, 14)
(22, 14)
(24, 16)
(24, 16)
(26, 18)
(26, 18)
(28, 20)
(28, 20)
(30, 23)
(30, 23)
(32, 25)
(32, 25)
(34, 26)
(34, 26)
(36, 28)
(36, 28)
(38, 30)
(38, 30)
(1, 1)
(40, 32)
(42, 34)
(42, 34)
(44, 36)
(44, 36)
(46, 38)
(46, 38)
(48, 40)
(48, 40)
(50, 42)
(50, 42)
(52, 44)
(52, 44)
(54, 46)
(54, 46)
(56, 48)
(56, 48)
(59, 51)
(59, 51)
(60, 52)
(60, 52)
(62, 54)
(62, 54)
(64, 56)
(64, 56)
(66, 58)
(66, 58)
(68, 60)
(68, 60)
(70, 63)
(70, 63)
Figure 5.4: PAMD Filter Results
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Figure 5.5: PAMD Filter Single Point Target Path

5.4 PAMD Filter Simulation Results for Multiple Point Target Tracking
The PAMD filter algorithm can be extended for use on multiple point targets as well,
since the required information used to track is based on the projected path angle. Two
targets traveling with different path angles are fairly easy to distinguish and track using
the PAMD filter algorithm.

Similarly to the single point target case, 26 input images are created, each with two
point targets in them. As with the single point target, 10% Gaussian noise is added to
the image and there are also several instances of a “missing point target”, where the
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target temporarily disappears for a frame—indicated by bold font in Figure 5.6. Figure
5.6 illustrates the actual point target locations and the computed point target locations
(using the PAMD filter algorithm). Figure 5.7 displays the path of the point targets.

Frame Number

Actual Point
Target 1
Location

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

(25, 103)
(27, 101)
(1, 1)
(31, 97)
(33, 95)
(35, 93)
(37, 91)
(39, 89)
(41, 87)
(43, 85)
(45, 83)
(47, 81)
(49, 79)
(121, 121)
(53, 75)
(55, 73)
(57, 71)
(59, 69)
(61, 67)
(63, 65)
(65, 63)
(67, 61)
(69, 59)
(71, 57)
(73, 55)
(74, 53)

Computed
PAMD Point
Target 1
Location
(25, 103)
(27, 101)
(29, 99)
(31, 97)
(33, 95)
(35, 93)
(37, 91)
(39, 89)
(41, 87)
(43, 85)
(45, 83)
(47, 81)
(49, 79)
(51, 77)
(53, 75)
(55, 73)
(57, 71)
(59, 69)
(61, 67)
(63, 65)
(65, 63)
(67, 61)
(69, 59)
(71, 57)
(73, 55)
(75, 53)

Actual Point
Target 2
Location
(28, 20)
(30, 22)
(32, 24)
(34, 26)
(36, 28)
(38, 30)
(1, 1)
(42, 34)
(44, 36)
(46, 38)
(48, 40)
(50, 42)
(52, 44)
(54, 46)
(56, 48)
(58, 50)
(60, 52)
(62, 54)
(64, 56)
(66, 58)
(68, 60)
(70, 62)
(72, 64)
(74, 66)
(76, 68)
(78, 70)

Figure 5.6: PAMD Filter Results with Two Targets
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Computed
PAMD Point
Target 2
Location
(28, 20)
(30, 22)
(32, 24)
(34, 26)
(36, 28)
(38, 30)
(40, 32)
(42, 34)
(44, 36)
(46, 38)
(48, 40)
(50, 42)
(52, 44)
(54, 46)
(56, 48)
(58, 50)
(60, 52)
(62, 54)
(64, 56)
(66, 58)
(68, 60)
(70, 62)
(72, 64)
(74, 66)
(76, 68)
(78, 70)

PAMD Filter Multiple Point Target Path
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Figure 5.7: PAMD Filter Multiple Point Target Path

5.5 Limitations of the PAMD Filter Algorithm
While the PAMD Filter algorithm proves to be a useful filter, there are several
limitations which may be important when dealing with SAR systems. Most importantly,
the paths need to be very constant, which also relies on a very high frame rate. True SAR
images take several seconds to process and the time delay may be too long to work
accurately with a SAR platform since the frame rate may be too slow to be compatible
with the PAMD Filter.
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Another limitation is the sensitivity of the filter. If paths are not almost entirely linear,
the filter will go awry and become unstable yielding unwanted results. This is not a
problem for very high frame rate systems, however as mentioned above, this may not
always be possible with a given SAR platform.

When tracking multiple targets, the PAMD Filter does an adequate job distinguishing
between the two targets for the very general case used in this thesis. However, there
are many circumstances which might cause the filter to go awry when tracking multiple
targets. The two targets may get mixed up when they cross if the path angle of both
targets is similar, since that is the only real difference between the two targets. Another
target may also enter the trajectory of one of the initial targets and the PAMD Filter
algorithm by itself does not provide any sort of target recognition to determine if the
targets being tracked are the same ones over time.

In conclusion, the PAMD Filter algorithm is viable method for high frame-rate systems
with fairly constant velocities. The PAMD Filter algorithm has the ability to track
multiple targets as well, but would function much better with some sort of target
recognition system in addition to the filter itself.
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6 Raw SAR Target Tracking in the Slow-Time Domain
6.1 Moving Target Imaging Without Compensation
In 2007, Cal Poly Master’s Student Brian Zaharris completed his thesis on the Range
Doppler Algorithm and successfully demonstrated the deficiencies in the algorithm
when dealing with a moving target. His analysis was limited to targets moving in the
positive range direction or positive azimuth direction. To show that some sort of
compensation would be needed when dealing with moving targets as opposed to
stationary targets, Brian performed the same range Doppler techniques on moving data
as he did on stationary data [17].

His results showed that by using the Range Doppler Algorithm intended for stationary
targets it was impossible to resolve both the range and azimuth directions to accurately
image the final target. Instead, a blur of data covering an area of approximately 20 x 60
meters was imaged. The final imaged target without compensation can be seen in
Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Final target image for two moving targets without compensation

To compensate for the incorrect imaging, Brian used the dynamics of the moving system
to derive two equations for the amount of movement in both the range and azimuth
directions based on the slant range. These metrics were used as the input to a 1-D
Kalman filter which tracked the first three seconds of a SAR moving target and then
validated the tracking method by performing a final image of the targets to show that
they could be resolved and imaged using his correction method.

The correction method used in Brian’s thesis was two equations that accounted for
additional movement in the range and azimuth directions. Once an initial movement
was detected, all subsequent movement was then calculated and input into the 1-D
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Kalman filter. The following equations were used as movement measurements in the
range direction and azimuth direction based on the slant range, respectively.
0
$
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Where x and y are measured in meters and are a function of the sample number, n. R(n)
is the measured instantaneous slant range on the ground plane. In the equation for the
range movement, the plus sign changed to a minus sign after the aircraft passed the
range of closest approach. The goal of this slant range correction is to make it appear as
if the target has been stationary in its final position over all time [17].

6.2 Modifications to the Slant Range Correction Process
The goal in this thesis is to accurately track the slow time target in two dimensions
instead of one. This allows for a more realistic situation since it is unlikely that a target’s
instantaneous velocity will be in only one direction. To add the ability for a second
dimension to be tracked, a second parameter measurement is required.

Using only the slant range as an input parameter to obtain instantaneous movement
measurements presents a problem when movement is expanded to two dimensions. In
this situation, the geometric relationship used to derive measurement equations is
unsolvable, as there are two unknowns for only one input equation. Various
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approximations of some parameters could be used to make rough estimations of the
measurements, but these estimations would be extremely inaccurate and not useful in a
tracking or filtering application. This inaccuracy is due to the fact that the measured
differences between instantaneous and expected slant ranges (and other parameters)
are on the order of less than a meter out of 20 kilometers between individual samples.

One example of a rough estimation is to assume during the individual measurements of
range and azimuth movement that there was no movement in the other direction. The
formulas for computing the measurements then default to the same equations that
Brian Zaharris used, but the value of the input parameter will be different due to the
change in the target position in both dimensions, and the actual filtering operation
(Kalman, H Infinity or other) will have to account for both dimensions. Figures 6.2 and
6.3 show the result of making this assumption, in this case with positive movement in
both range and azimuth dimensions.
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Figure 6.2: Range tracked position estimates with 2-D motion and only a single input parameter

Figure 6.3: Azimuth tracked position estimates with 2-D motion and only a single input parameter

As can be seen in these two figures, the 2-D tracking filter (Kalman in this case) was able
to adequately track movement in the range dimension. The measurements (and
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therefore tracking estimates) in the azimuth dimension, however, are extremely poorly
scaled, and the switch between positive and negative for the square root did nothing to
account for the platform’s position change relative to the target. For this reason, making
rough estimates or assumptions about input parameters yields far too large of an error
in the measurement inputs to the tracking filters.

The most obvious solution for this problem is to introduce a second available radar
parameter as an input to the measurement equations. Using the squint angle in
conjunction with the slant range, it is simple geometry to derive new equations using
both of these variables to allow one to solve for the target position in both the range
and azimuth dimensions. The equations presented in section 6.1 will yield the same (or
similar) measurement formulas as these new equations when motion is only
determined to be in one dimension.

The basic geometric relationships used to derive measurement formulas based on the
instantaneous slant range and squint angle are:
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(6.2)

From these relationships, solutions can be found for $ and 0 in terms of the

constant platform parameters and the instantaneous measured parameters ! and

< . These final equations are defined as:
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Figure 45 describes what each of the variables and parameters in the above equations
are [5] [13]. These are the set of parameters that are known by nature of the platform and
imaging situation, or are measured at sample time. All of them are required to compute
$ and 0 , the measurement inputs to the tracking filter for each sample.
!

< 
:

!
-f


The instantaneous slant range at sample index n, in meters.

The instantaneous squint angle at sample index n.

Velocity of the platform in meters per second.

Pulse Repetition Frequency of the radar signal in Hertz.

Duration time of the SAR imaging scenario, in seconds.

Sampling index in slow-time domain.

Figure 6.4: Variable and parameter descriptions for measurement formulas
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6.3 SAR Target Tracking Using Squint Angle and Slant Range
Brian Zaharris’s MATLAB code [17] was updated to include the new measurement
equations as well as a two-dimensional Kalman filter. The user has the ability to set a
velocity in the range direction as well as a velocity in the azimuth direction. Without any
additional noise added in, the Kalman filter functions as desired given the inputs $
and 0 . Using the original Range Doppler Algorithm, the final target image is

obtainable, in contrast to the target in Figure 6.1 which was not obtainable due to the
lack of squint angle inclusion.

With a constant range velocity of 12m/s and a constant azimuth velocity of 3 m/s, the
resulting images in Figures 6.5 through 6.9 show that the updated MATLAB code
functions as expected. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the Kalman estimated position over the
first 3 seconds or 900 samples. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the Kalman estimated velocity
over the same time period of 900 samples. Figure 6.9 shows the final target imaged.
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Figure 6.5: Kalman Range Position Estimates for 2-D Moving Target
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Kalman Azimuth Position Estimates for Moving Target
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Figure 6.6: Kalman Azimuth Position Estimates for Moving 2-D Target

Kalman Range Velocity Estimates for Moving Target
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Figure 6.7: Kalman Range Velocity Estimates for Moving 2-D Target
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Kalman Azimuth Velocity Estimates for Moving Target
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Figure 6.8: Kalman Azimuth Velocity Estimates for Moving 2-D Target

Figure 6.9: Final Target Imaging for 2-D Moving Target
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Figure 6.10: Final Target Imaging for 2-D Moving Target -- Zoomed In

The reason for the abrupt change in position and velocity values in Figures 6.5 through
6.8 around 450 samples is because this is the assumed approximate point when the SAR
platform passes by the target, thus the signs on the equations change. The Kalman filter
corrects for this and the true position and velocity estimates continue to converge.

6.4 Incorporating Measurement Noise
To simulate measurements that are realizable in a practical application, it is desirable to
add noise to the individual slant range and squint angle measurements. Between
iterations of slant range or squint angle, the measurement values change by a very small
amount, on the order of 10-5 meters or radians. For this reason, it is difficult to add
noise, since the amount of noise added needs to be even smaller.
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For added noise of 0.0002 meters and 0.00000005 radians, the following results in
Figures 6.11 through 6.13 are typical for the Kalman filter for P values of 0.001 to 10 and
Q values of 1 to 1000.
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Figure 6.11: Kalman Range and Position Estimations for 2-D Moving Target

Kalman Range Velocity Estimates for Moving Target
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Figure 6.12: Kalman Range and Position Velocity Estimations for 2-D Moving Target
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Figure 4: Azimuth Compression - Final Target Imaging
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Figure 6.13: Final Target Imaging for 2-D Moving Target with Added Measurement Noise

As can be seen in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, the range direction converges much better than
the azimuth direction. For this reason, it is not possible to compress the azimuth
direction to determine the final target location. Figure 6.13 shows the final target
location. While the range location is constant, the azimuth direction is a line over all
space—implying the range Doppler algorithm was unable to correctly image the target
with measurement noise added.

6.5 Slow Time SAR Tracking Using H Infinity
To compare results with a filter that is not as dependent on noise characteristics, the
Kalman filter code can easily be replaced with the same H Infinity algorithm used earlier
in this thesis. Results are then compared to the Kalman filter results using mean-squared
errors as metric (between the filter estimates and the “true” target vehicle location).
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6.5.1 H Infinity Filter Testing

Using the same noise parameters and same target velocities as were used to test the
Kalman filter’s response to noisy measurements, the H Infinity filter was tested as a
tracking filter in the slow-time domain. Figure 6.14 shows the range and azimuth
estimated positions outputted by the filter.
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Figure 6.14: H Infinity Tracking Results

The H Infinity filter was found to produce the same results as the Kalman filter when
little or no noise was added to the measurement signals, but yielded much less
consistent tracks in the azimuth dimension when the noise was added in. This is most
likely due to the nature of the H Infinity filter, which requires fine-tuning to
accommodate new noise situations.

The H Infinity filter also proved to be more sensitive to changes in the coefficients used
to create the P and Q noise covariance matrices. Some values of these coefficients
caused the output track of the H Infinity filter to look something like that shown in
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Figure 6.15. While the track itself is relatively accurate, it can be seen in the image that
the track jumps out of its current path somewhat periodically. The velocity seems to
remain constant, but the absolute position predicted by the filter is somewhat
unpredictable. When mean-squared errors are used as a metric to compare the H
Infinity filter to the Kalman filter, the unpredictable nature of the H Infinity filter
becomes even clearer.
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Figure 6.15: Slow-time H Infinity Filter Periodic Track Jumping

6.5.2 Slow-Time Filter Type Comparison

The Kalman and H Infinity filters, as used to track the slow-time position of the targets,
were compared to one another using mean-squared errors as a test metric. The error
between the position estimates of each filter were compared to the true known point
target vehicle positions in both the range and azimuth dimensions. Figure 6.16 below
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shows a sample table that illustrates the mean-squared error performance as the P and
Q matrices are varied. The amount of measurement noise is constant throughout each
iteration. Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show a 3-D example of the data in Figure 6.16. It can be
seen that there is no good correlation between P and Q matrix values and the outcome
of the mean squared error values. The H Infinity filter performance is more erratic and
does not follow any sort of discernible pattern, whereas the Kalman filter performance
has a pattern—as Q increases, range mean squared error increases and azimuth mean
squared error decreases.
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Figure 6.16: Mean-Squared Error Performance of Kalman and H Infinity Filters
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Figure 6.17: Mean-Squared Error Performance of Kalman and H Infinity Filters
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Figure 6.18: Mean-Squared Error Performance of Kalman and H Infinity Filters
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Figure 6.19: Sample Mean Squared Error for Kalman Slow-Time Filter Performance
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Figure 6.20: Mean Squared Error for H Infinity Slow-Time Filter Performance
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Extended Target Tracking in SAR Imagery
Two primary filter types were investigated in this thesis for the purpose of tracking
extended targets throughout several frames of a multi-SAR-image sequence. To prove
invariance of the measurement technique used with both filters, the extended target
test sets were created to use targets with varying rotations and noise situations. The
Kalman and H Infinity filters proved to be accurate in tracking extended throughout a
sequence of SAR frames with mean-squared errors less than 1 pixel for both filters for
noise levels of 10% or less. The two filter types were compared against several filtering
parameters using Monte Carlo analysis and were found to be relatively comparable in
terms of quality, depending on the noise situation in the imagery. This Monte Carlo
method of filter analysis is very useful for determining optimal tracking filter parameters
and applications.

The tracking of extended targets throughout a sequence of post-processed SAR images
could become useful in future SAR applications as the techniques for the generation of
SAR imagery become faster and more efficient with improvements in computing
technology. Target tracking in general is very useful in Automatic Target Recognition
(ATR) applications due to the possible need for additional images in order to accurately
classify a target. If a target can be accurately tracked throughout multiple SAR images it
becomes an easier task to classify the target.
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7.2 Point Target Tracking in SAR Imagery
The need for additional filter types in the tracking of point targets in sequences of SAR
images was shown by the gradual reduction in size of extended targets. The relative size
of these point targets was incrementally reduced and the tracked using the Kalman and
H Infinity filters until the target was too small to be tracked these filter types and the
same measurement technique that was used for extended target tracking. These filters
might still prove useful for this kind of point target tracking if other techniques for
instantaneous measurement acquisition could be devised.

The Prediction and Matching Detection (PAMD) Filter and algorithm was then tested for
the purpose of circumventing the problems that arose with using Kalman and H Infinity
to track SAR point targets. This filter did successfully track point targets with limited
variation of motion, but was shown to be too sensitive to changes in the target vehicle
dynamics to be truly useful in a generic SAR tracking application. Despite its
shortcomings, the filter did prove to be resilient enough to be used to track multiple
targets simultaneously.

The technique that the PAMD Filter implemented for predicting the position of the
target vehicle in future image frames could prove useful in future studies if it could be
incorporated into the measurement process of the Kalman or H Infinity filters. Put
simply, a technique could be devised for limiting the range of possible measurements
for Kalman and H Infinity, thus combining the principles of the PAMD Filter and the
classical filter methods.
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7.3 Point Target Tracking During Raw SAR Data Collection
To round out the research topics for SAR target tracking, both the Kalman and H Infinity
filters were used to track a SAR point target in slow-time with target movement during
the image generation process. The techniques that Brian Zaharris first implemented for
tracking in the short-time domain were improved upon to allow for target tracking in
both range and azimuth domains simultaneously, as well as for the use of multiple filter
types. Zaharris’ techniques for the instantaneous measurement of target location were
extended to utilize two SAR parameters as raw measurement input, and the robustness
of this technique was improved upon by the addition of noise to the signals.

In this application, the Kalman filter did prove to be more robust than the H Infinity
filter, perhaps due to the Kalman filter designer’s ability to directly account for relative
amount of noise in each dimension. The H Infinity, on the other hand, often requires a
large amount of manual fine-tuning, and this is a likely cause of its slightly weaker
performance. In this application, given the technique for measurement, the amount of
noise and variation is significantly greater in one dimension (azimuth) than it is in the
other dimension, and this fact showed to have an effect on the results of both filters,
but in particular on H Infinity.
7.3.1 Incorporation with Multi-Image Tracking

The two generic types of tracking explored during this thesis involved tracking in the
short-time domain during the raw data collection process for an individual SAR image as
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well as tracking in real-time throughout the period in which multiple SAR images (and
therefore a complete sequence) could be generated. It would be very useful in the
context of these applications to be able to accurately connect the two tracking domains,
and effectively “pass off” the tracking of one or more point targets in the short-time
domain of one image generation to the short-time domain of another image generation,
or perhaps another SAR imaging platform altogether.

This connection between the two tracking domains could be useful if a particular target
is determined to be of particular interest and must be tracked and accurately imaged for
a significant amount of time or using multiple aerial platform vehicles.
7.3.2 Non-Constant Movement during Raw Data Collection

It would be quite easy (and useful) to extend the short-time tracking to allow for nonconstant velocities of the tracked targets. The Kalman and H Infinity filters, as they are
currently implemented, should be able to adjust easily with regards to tracking the
targets, but simulating motion in this manner may prove difficult given how the
simulation is currently being performed. Nevertheless, it would be useful to explore how
the technique for target position measurement fares against a target with a nonconstant velocity.
7.3.3 Incorporation with Automatic Target Recognition

The various tracking algorithms and techniques, through both short-time data collection
and throughout a complete SAR image sequence, could be directly incorporated with
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the target class estimates generated using an ATR algorithm. Especially in the situation
where multiple targets are visible in the target region, an accurate ATR classification
could be very useful in distinguishing the targets and their respective tracks. The
extended tracking of an individual target could also allow for additional SAR image
collection (and therefore additional inputs to the ATR algorithm) where without tracking
the target might otherwise have been lost.

7.4 Final Thoughts
In general, the tracking of extended and point targets in Synthetic Aperture Radar is a
crucial task in reconnaissance applications and is a topic of heavy research in the field of
radar. This thesis explored the use of multiple discrete-time adaptive filters for the
purpose of tracking multiple target types in multiple domains with multiple imaging
scenarios.

While the filter types investigated in this project did prove useful, there is definitely no
single technique that trumps the rest with regards to tracking targets in SAR, and there
is considerable work left to be done to accomplish the task of determining the best
filtering techniques for all applications.
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Appendices
findBlob.m
function [cc,cr,max_area] = findBlob(Imwork, fig_num)
% this function finds the largest area blob within an image. It also
% returns the centroid and area of the blob.
figure(fig_num+1) %show original image
subplot(2,2,1)
imshow(Imwork)
title('Original Image')
cc = 0;
cr = 0;
[MR, MC] = size(Imwork);
Imwork = im2bw(Imwork, 0.5); % threshold original image to make it
binary
subplot(2,2,2) %show binary image
imshow(Imwork)
title('Binary Image')
labeled = bwlabel(Imwork,4); %label binary image
stats = regionprops(labeled,['basic']); %basic mohem nist
[N,W] = size(stats);
if N < 1
return
end
[max_area,idx] = max([stats.Area]); %find blob with max area in binary
image
filtered = bwareaopen(Imwork, max_area); %filter out all other noise
subplot(2,2,3) %show filtered image -- should have just one blob!
imshow(filtered)
title('Fully Filtered Image');
% get center of mass of largest blob
centroid = stats(idx).Centroid;
cc = centroid(1) % column of centroid
cr = centroid(2) % row of centroid
hold on
for c = -5: 1/10: 5 % draws an x
plot(cc+c,cr+c,'m.');
plot(cc+c,cr-c,'m.');
end
return
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genNoise.m
function genNoise()
for i = 1:75
image = zeros(200,200); % generate blank image
for j = 1:16
rand_n(j) = rand(1); % generate random num between 0 and 1
rand_num(j) = uint8(rand_n(j)*19)+1; % generate rand num btwn
1-20
end
% generate a tiled matrix of random input images. All random input
% images are 50 x 50 pixel portions of true SAR data images.
image = [imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(1)),'.tif'])
...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(2)),'.tif'])
...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(3)),'.tif'])
...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(4)),'.tif']) ;...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(5)),'.tif'])
...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(6)),'.tif'])
...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(7)),'.tif'])
...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(8)),'.tif']) ;...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(9)),'.tif'])
...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(10)),'.tif']) ...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(11)),'.tif']) ...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(12)),'.tif']) ;...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(13)),'.tif']) ...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(14)),'.tif']) ...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(15)),'.tif']) ...
imread(['NoiseIm\',int2str(rand_num(16)),'.tif'])];
imwrite(image, [int2str(i) '.tif'], 'TIFF'); % write image to
folder
end

rotateImage.m
function rotateImage(angle, image)
orig_img = (imread(image));
rot_img = imrotate(orig_img,angle);
c = zeros(1,4);
r = zeros(1,4);
[Y_orig,X_orig] = size(orig_img);
[Y_new,X_new] = size(rot_img);
% Find points (overcompensating a little)
c(1) = X_orig*cos(deg2rad(abs(angle)));
r(1) = 3;
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c(2)
r(2)
c(3)
r(3)
c(4)
r(4)

=
=
=
=
=
=

X_new - 3;
Y_orig*cos(deg2rad(abs(angle)));
Y_orig*sin(deg2rad(abs(angle)));
Y_new - 3;
3;
X_orig*sin(deg2rad(abs(angle)));

mask = roipoly(rot_img,c,r);
if (angle < 0)
mask = fliplr(mask);
end
mask = not(mask);
filt = @ (img) imnoise(imnoise(imnoise(img,'salt & pepper',0.1),
'speckle',0.6),'gaussian',0.28);
img_fixed = roifilt2(rot_img,mask,filt);
figure(4);
imshow(img_fixed);

myKalman.m
function [mean_sq_row,mean_sq_col]=myKalman()
cck = zeros(26);
crk = zeros(26);
% Kalman filter initialization
R = [[0.0045,0.0045]',[0.0045,0.00455]']; %Covariance Matrix of
Measurement Noise
H = [[1,0]',[0,1]',[0,0]',[0,0]']; %Measurement Matrix
Q = 0.01*eye(4); %Covariance Matrix of Process Noise
P = 100*eye(4); %Covariance Matrix of error in state estimate
dt=1;
A=[[1,0,0,0]',[0,1,0,0]',[dt,0,1,0]',[0,dt,0,1]']; %State Transition
Matrix
g = 6; % pixels^2/time step
Bu = [0,0,0,g]';
kfinit=0;
x=zeros(100,4);
% loop over all images
for i = 1 : 26
% load image
Imwork = (imread(['Noise\',int2str(i), '.tif']));
[MR, MC] = size(Imwork);
%extract ball
[cck(i),crk(i),area] = findBlob(Imwork,i);
if flag==0
continue
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end
hold on
for c = -10: 1/20: 10
plot(cck(i)+c,crk(i)+c,'m.')
plot(cck(i)+c,crk(i)-c,'m.')
end
% Kalman update
i
if kfinit==0
xp = [MC/2,MR/2,0,0]'
else
xp=A*x(i-1,:)';
end
kfinit=1;
PP = A*P*A' + Q; % Find error covariance Matrix based on
dynamics/expected proces noise
K = PP*H'*inv(H*PP*H'+R); %Update Kalman Gain Matrix
x(i,:) = (xp + K*([cck(i),crk(i)]' - H*xp))'; %Update State Estimate
using new measurement
[cck(i),crk(i)]
P = (eye(4)-K*H)*PP %Update Error Covariance Matrix
hold on
for c = -5: 1/10: 5
plot(x(i,1)+c,x(i,2)+c,'r.')
plot(x(i,1)+c,x(i,2)-c,'r.')
end
pause(1.0)
end
% plot Kalman locations
figure(100)
title('True Centroid Locations and Kalman Centroid Locations')
xlabel('Iteration')
ylabel('Pixel Location for Row/Column')
for i = 1 : 26
hold all
plot(i,x(i,1),'r.') % Kalman column
plot(i,x(i,2),'b.') % Kalman row
plot (i,cck(i), 'r+') % True centroid column
plot (i,crk(i), 'b+') % True centroid row
hold off
legend('Kalman Centroid Column', 'Kalman Centroid Row','True Centroid
Column', ...
'True Centroid Row', 'location', 'North')
end
figure(101)
title('X position vs Y position')
xlabel('column position')
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ylabel('row position')
for i = 1:26
hold all
plot(x(i,1), x(i,2),'r.')
hold off
end
%Calculate Mean Squared Errors
sum_row_err = 0;
for i = 1:26
sum_row_err = sum_row_err + (crk(i) - x(i,2))*(crk(i) - x(i,2));
end
mean_sq_row = sum_row_err/26
sum_col_err = 0;
for i = 1:26
sum_col_err = sum_col_err + (cck(i) - x(i,1))*(cck(i) - x(i,1));
end
mean_sq_col = sum_col_err/26

myHinf.m
function [mean_sq_row,mean_sq_col]=myHinf(Pcoeff, Qcoeff)
cch = zeros(26,1);
crh = zeros(26,1);
% H infinity initialization
C = [[1,0]',[0,1]',[0,0]',[0,0]']; %Measurement Matrix
V = 1*eye(2);
W = 1.5*eye(4);
Q = Qcoeff*eye(4); %Covariance Matrix of Process Noise (orig at 0.01)
P = Pcoeff*eye(4); %Covariance Matrix of error in state estimate (orig
at 100)
dt=1;
A=[[1,0,0,0]',[0,1,0,0]',[dt,0,1,0]',[0,dt,0,1]']; %State Transition
Matrix
g = 0; % pixels^2/time step
Bu = [0,0,0,g]';
hfinit=0;
x=zeros(100,4);
% loop over all images
for i = 1 : 26
% load image
Imwork = (imread(['Noise\',int2str(i), '.tif']));
[MR, MC] = size(Imwork);
%extract ball
[cch(i),crh(i),area] = findBlob(Imwork,i);
% H infinity update
i
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if hfinit==0
xp = [MC/2,MR/2,0,0]';
else
xp = A*x(i-1,:)' + Bu;
end
hfinit=1;
PP = A*P*A' + Q; % Find error covariance Matrix based on
dynamics/expected proces noise
L = inv(eye(4) - Q*PP + C'*inv(V)*C*PP);
K = PP*L*C'*inv(V); %Update H inf Gain Matrix
x(i,:) = (xp + K*([cch(i),crh(i)]' - C*xp))'; %Update State Estimate
using new measurement
P = A*PP*L*A' + W; %Update Error Covariance Matrix
hold on
for c = -5: 1/10: 5
plot(x(i,1)+c,x(i,2)+c,'r.')
plot(x(i,1)+c,x(i,2)-c,'r.')
end
pause(0.2)
end
% plot H inf locations
figure(100)
title('True Centroid Locations and H Infinity Centroid Locations')
xlabel('Iteration')
ylabel('Pixel Location for Row/Column')
for i = 1 : 26
hold all
plot(i,x(i,1),'r.') % H inf column
plot(i,x(i,2),'b.') % H inf row
plot (i,cch(i), 'r+') % True centroid column
plot (i,crh(i), 'b+') % True centroid row
hold off
legend('H inf Centroid Column', 'H inf Centroid Row','True Centroid
Column', ...
'True Centroid Row', 'location', 'North')
end
%Calculate Mean Squared Errors
sum_row_err = 0;
for i = 1:26
sum_row_err = sum_row_err + (crh(i) - x(i,2))*(crh(i) - x(i,2));
end
mean_sq_row = sum_row_err/26
sum_col_err = 0;
for i = 1:26
sum_col_err = sum_col_err + (cch(i) - x(i,1))*(cch(i) - x(i,1));
end
mean_sq_col = sum_col_err/26
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monteCarlo.m
function []= monteCarlo()
Pcoeff = 5
Qcoeff = 0.0001
for i = 1:48
i
Pcoeff = 5;
for j = 1:48
PQmat(i,j,1) = Pcoeff;
PQmat(i,j,2) = Qcoeff;
[mean_sq_row,mean_sq_col]= myKalmanModified(Pcoeff, Qcoeff);
Errmat(i,j,1) = mean_sq_row; % row mean squared error
Errmat(i,j,2) = mean_sq_col; % col mean squared error
Pcoeff = Pcoeff + 2.5;
end
Qcoeff = Qcoeff + 0.0208125;
end
csvwrite('MeanSqRowKalman.csv', Errmat(:,:,1));
csvwrite('MeanSqColKalman.csv', Errmat(:,:,2));
csvwrite('PcoeffKalman.csv', PQmat(:,:,1));
csvwrite('QcoeffKalman.csv', PQmat(:,:,2));

pointTarget.m
function [mean_sq_row, mean_sq_col]= pointTarget(k)
typeNoise = 'gaussian';
amtNoise = 0.10;
pathError = 1;
shapePT = 0; %0 = square, 1 = circle
sizePT = 2; %radius for circle or l/2 for square
path3 = [8,192;9,192;10,191;11,189;13,188;15,187;16,186;18,184; ...
20,183;22,182;23,181;25,180;26,179;28,177;30,175;32,174;33,173; ...
34,171;37,169;40,167;42,165;46,164;49,163;52,161;54,160;56,159; ...
58,156;60,154;62,153;64,151;65,150;66,149;69,148;70,146;73,144; ...
74,143;76,142;78,141;79,140;82,139;84,137;87,137;88,135;90,133; ...
92,132;93,130;94,128;96,127;99,126;100,124;101,122;103,121;105,119;
...
107,117;108,115;109,114;110,113;112,112;115,110;117,108;118,117;
...
120,104;121,103;124,101;126,100;127,98;129,95;131,94;134,92;135,90;
...
137,89;140,87;142,86;143,84;145,82]
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% Kalman filter initialization
R = [[1,1]',[1,1]']; %Covariance Matrix of Measurement Noise
% LARGER H makes convergence slower and system is more dependent on
% dynamics rather than overall path
H = [[1,0]',[0,1]',[0,0]',[0,0]']; %Measurement Matrix
Q = .1*eye(4); %Covariance Matrix of Process Noise
P = 10*eye(4); %Covariance Matrix of error in state estimate
dt=1;
A=[[1,0,0,0]',[0,1,0,0]',[dt,0,1,0]',[0,dt,0,1]']; %State Transition
Matrix
g = 6; % pixels^2/time step
Bu = [0,0,0,g]';
x=zeros(100,4);
% section below creates the background image and adds the noise
for i = 1:75
background = uint8(imread(['PTIm75\', int2str(i),'.tif']));
%randomize actual centroid location to make for more interesting
data
radiusError = rand(1)*pathError; %determine new random radius error
thetaError = (rand(1)*359)+1; % generates random theta 0 to 360
center_c(i) = path3(i,2) + int16(radiusError*cos(thetaError)); %
column of PT center
center_r(i) = path3(i,1) + int16(radiusError*sin(thetaError)); %
row of PT center
%color in point target white-for(c = center_c(i) - sizePT : center_c(i) + sizePT)
for(r = center_r(i) - sizePT : center_r(i) + sizePT)
if shapePT == 0 %square
background(r,c)= 255;
else %circle
dist = sqrt(double((c - center_c(i))^2 + (r center_r(i))^2));
if (dist <= sizePT) % if pixel is within the circle
background(r,c) = 255;
end
end
end
end
% now add the additional noise on top
% for gaussian
background = imnoise(background, typeNoise, amtNoise);
%for poisson
%background = imnoise(background, typeNoise);
imshow(background)
%call findBlob to find centroid estimate with noise added in
[estimate_c(i), estimate_r(i), estimate_area] =
findBlobModified(background,1);
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% Kalman update
if i==1
xp = [100,100,0,0]';
else
xp=A*x(i-1,:)';
end
PP = A*P*A' + Q; % Find error covariance Matrix based on
dynamics/expected proces noise
K = PP*H'*inv(H*PP*H'+R); %Update Kalman Gain Matrix
x(i,:) = (xp + K*([estimate_c(i),estimate_r(i)]' - H*xp))'; %Update
State Estimate using new measurement
%x(i,:) = (xp + K*([path3(i,2),path3(i,1)]' - H*xp))';
P = (eye(4)-K*H)*PP; %Update Error Covariance Matrix
end
% plot Kalman locations
figure(k)
title('True Centroid Locations and Kalman Centroid Locations')
xlabel('Iteration')
ylabel('Pixel Location for Row/Column')
for i = 1 : 75
hold all
plot(i,x(i,1),'g.') % Kalman column
plot(i,x(i,2),'b.') % Kalman row
%plot (i,center_c(i), 'g+') % True centroid column
%plot (i,center_r(i), 'b+') % True centroid row
plot (i,path3(i,2), 'r+') % True centroid column
plot (i,path3(i,1), 'k+') % True centroid row
plot(i, estimate_c(i), 'g*') % Estimated (blobbed) centroid column
plot(i, estimate_r(i), 'b*') % Estimated (blobbed) centroid row
hold off
legend('Kalman Centroid Column', 'Kalman Centroid Row','True Centroid
Column', ...
'True Centroid Row', 'Estimated Centroid Column', ...
'Estimated Centroid Row', 'location', 'North')
end
sum_row_err = 0;
for i = 1:75
sum_row_err = sum_row_err + ((double(path3(i,1)) double(x(i,2)))*(path3(i,1) - x(i,2)));
end
mean_sq_row = sum_row_err/75;
sum_col_err = 0;
for i = 1:75
sum_col_err = sum_col_err + ((double(path3(i,2)) double(x(i,1)))*(path3(i,2) - x(i,1)));
end
mean_sq_col = sum_col_err/75;
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pointTargetHinf.m
function [mean_sq_row, mean_sq_col]= pointTargetHinf(k)
typeNoise = 'gaussian';
amtNoise = 0.075;
pathError = 1;
shapePT = 1; %0 = square, 1 = circle
sizePT = 4; %radius for circle or l/2 for square
path3 = [8,192;9,192;10,191;11,189;13,188;15,187;16,186;18,184; ...
20,183;22,182;23,181;25,180;26,179;28,177;30,175;32,174;33,173; ...
34,171;37,169;40,167;42,165;46,164;49,163;52,161;54,160;56,159; ...
58,156;60,154;62,153;64,151;65,150;66,149;69,148;70,146;73,144; ...
74,143;76,142;78,141;79,140;82,139;84,137;87,137;88,135;90,133; ...
92,132;93,130;94,128;96,127;99,126;100,124;101,122;103,121;105,119;
...
107,117;108,115;109,114;110,113;112,112;115,110;117,108;118,117;
...
120,104;121,103;124,101;126,100;127,98;129,95;131,94;134,92;135,90;
...
137,89;140,87;142,86;143,84;145,82]
% H infinity initialization
C = [[1,0]',[0,1]',[0,0]',[0,0]']; %Measurement Matrix
V = 1*eye(2);
W = 1.5*eye(4);
Q = 0*eye(4); %Covariance Matrix of Process Noise (orig at 0.01)
P = 100*eye(4); %Covariance Matrix of error in state estimate (orig at
.1)
dt=1;
A=[[1,0,0,0]',[0,1,0,0]',[dt,0,1,0]',[0,dt,0,1]']; %State Transition
Matrix
g = 0; % pixels^2/time step
Bu = [0,0,0,g]';
hfinit=0;
x=zeros(100,4);
% section below creates the background image and adds the noise
for i = 1:75
background = uint8(imread(['PTIm75\', int2str(i),'.tif']));
%randomize actual centroid location to make for more interesting
data
radiusError = rand(1)*pathError; %determine new random radius error
thetaError = (rand(1)*359)+1; % generates random theta 0 to 360
center_c(i) = path3(i,2) + int16(radiusError*cos(thetaError)); %
column of PT center
center_r(i) = path3(i,1) + int16(radiusError*sin(thetaError)); %
row of PT center
%color in point target white-for(c = center_c(i) - sizePT : center_c(i) + sizePT)
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for(r = center_r(i) - sizePT : center_r(i) + sizePT)
if shapePT == 0 %square
background(r,c)= 255;
else %circle
dist = sqrt(double((c - center_c(i))^2 + (r center_r(i))^2));
if (dist <= sizePT) % if pixel is within the circle
background(r,c) = 255;
end
end
end
end
% now add the additional noise on top
% for gaussian
background = imnoise(background, typeNoise, amtNoise);
%for poisson
%background = imnoise(background, typeNoise);
%call findBlob to find centroid estimate with noise added in
[estimate_c(i), estimate_r(i), estimate_area] =
findBlobModified(background,1);
% H infinity update
if hfinit==0
xp = [100,100,0,0]';
else
xp = A*x(i-1,:)' + Bu;
end
hfinit=1;
PP = A*P*A' + Q; % Find error covariance Matrix based on
dynamics/expected proces noise
L = inv(eye(4) - Q*PP + C'*inv(V)*C*PP);
K = PP*L*C'*inv(V); %Update Kalman Gain Matrix
x(i,:) = (xp + K*([estimate_c(i),estimate_r(i)]' - C*xp))'; %Update
State Estimate using new measurement
P = A*PP*L*A' + W; %Update Error Covariance Matrix
end

% plot H inf locations
figure(k)
title('True Centroid Locations and H Infinity Centroid Locations')
xlabel('Iteration')
ylabel('Pixel Location for Row/Column')
for i = 1 : 75
hold all
plot(i,x(i,1),'g.') % H inf
plot(i,x(i,2),'b.') % H inf
%plot (i,center_c(i), 'g+')
%plot (i,center_r(i), 'b+')
plot (i,path3(i,2), 'r+') %

column
row
% True centroid column
% True centroid row
True centroid column
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plot (i,path3(i,1), 'k+') % True centroid row
plot(i, estimate_c(i), 'g*') % Estimated (blobbed) centroid column
plot(i, estimate_r(i), 'b*') % Estimated (blobbed) centroid row
hold off
legend('H Infinity Centroid Column', 'H Infinity Centroid Row','True
Centroid Column', ...
'True Centroid Row', 'Estimated Centroid Column', ...
'Estimated Centroid Row', 'location', 'North')
end
sum_row_err = 0;
for i = 1:75
sum_row_err = sum_row_err + ((double(path3(i,1)) double(x(i,2)))*(path3(i,1) - x(i,2)));
end
mean_sq_row = sum_row_err/75;
sum_col_err = 0;
for i = 1:75
sum_col_err = sum_col_err + ((double(path3(i,2)) double(x(i,1)))*(path3(i,2) - x(i,1)));
end
mean_sq_col = sum_col_err/75;
end

makeImages.m
function []= makeImages()
img1 = zeros(128,128);
img1 = imnoise(img1,'gaussian',0.1);
img2 = zeros(128,128);
img2 = imnoise(img2,'gaussian',0.1);
img3 = zeros(128,128);
img3 = imnoise(img3,'gaussian',0.1);
img4 = zeros(128,128);
img4 = imnoise(img4,'gaussian',0.1);
img5 = zeros(128,128);
img5 = imnoise(img5,'gaussian',0.1);
img6 = zeros(128,128);
img6 = imnoise(img6,'gaussian',0.1);
img7 = zeros(128,128);
img7 = imnoise(img7,'gaussian',0.1);
img8 = zeros(128,128);
img8 = imnoise(img8,'gaussian',0.1);
img9 = zeros(128,128);
img9 = imnoise(img9,'gaussian',0.1);
img10 = zeros(128,128);
img10 = imnoise(img10,'gaussian',0.1);
img11 = zeros(128,128);
img11 = imnoise(img11,'gaussian',0.1);
img12 = zeros(128,128);
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img12
img13
img13
img14
img14
img15
img15
img16
img16
img17
img17
img18
img18
img19
img19
img20
img20
img21
img21
img22
img22
img23
img23
img24
img24
img25
img25
img26
img26

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

imnoise(img12,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img13,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img14,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img15,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img16,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img17,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img18,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img19,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img20,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img21,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img22,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img23,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img24,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img25,'gaussian',0.1);
zeros(128,128);
imnoise(img26,'gaussian',0.1);

img1(12,20) = 1;
img2(14,22) = 1;
img3(16,24) = 1;
img4(18,26) = 1;
img5(20,28) = 1;
img6(23,30) = 1;
img7(25,32) = 1;
img8(26,34) = 1;
img9(28,36) = 1;
img10(30,38) = 1;
img11(1,1) = 1; % the error
img12(34,42) = 1;
img13(36,44) = 1;
img14(38,46) = 1;
img15(40,48) = 1;
img16(42,50) = 1;
img17(44,52) = 1;
img18(46,54) = 1;
img19(48,56) = 1;
img20(51,59) = 1;
img21(52,60) = 1;
img22(54,62) = 1;
img23(56,64) = 1;
img24(58,66) = 1;
img25(60,68) = 1;
img26(63,70) = 1;
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imwrite(img1,'1.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img2,'2.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img3,'3.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img4,'4.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img5,'5.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img6,'6.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img7,'7.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img8,'8.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img9,'9.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img10,'10.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img11,'11.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img12,'12.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img13,'13.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img14,'14.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img15,'15.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img16,'16.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img17,'17.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img18,'18.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img19,'19.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img20,'20.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img21,'21.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img22,'22.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img23,'23.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img24,'24.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img25,'25.tif','TIFF');
imwrite(img26,'26.tif','TIFF');

findPixel.m
function [x,y,flag] = findPixel(img,pred,pos,dx,dy)
% Compute predicted direction
if (pred(1) == pos(1) && pred(2) == pos(2))
pred_dir = 0;
all_angles = 1;
elseif ((pred(2)-pos(2))/(pred(1)-pos(1)) < 0)
pred_dir = rad2deg(atan((pred(2)-pos(2))/(pred(1)-pos(1))));
all_angles = 0;
else
pred_dir = rad2deg(atan((pred(2)-pos(2))/(pred(1)-pos(1))));
all_angles = 0;
end
points = zeros(49,2);
i = 1;
for r = pred(2) - floor(dy / 2):pred(2) + floor(dy / 2)
for c = pred(1) - floor(dx / 2):pred(1) + floor(dx / 2)
% Compute angle to this point
if ((r-pos(2))/(c-pos(1)) < 0)
cur_dir = rad2deg(atan((r-pos(2))/(c-pos(1)))) + 180;
else
cur_dir = rad2deg(atan((r-pos(2))/(c-pos(1))));
end
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% If angle is within range, add to set of points to check
if (abs(cur_dir - pred_dir) <= 45 || all_angles == 1)
points(i,1) = c;
points(i,2) = r;
i = i + 1;
end
end
end
maxVal = 0;
flag = 0;
for i = 1:49
if (points(i,1) ~= 0)
c = points(i,1);
r = points(i,2);
if (img(r,c) > maxVal)
maxVal = img(r,c);
x = c;
y = r;
% Threshold
if (maxVal == 255)
flag = 1;
end
end
end
end
if (flag == 0)
x = pred(1);
y = pred(2);
end

PAMDFilter.m
function[]= PAMDFilter()
% PAMD Matrices
position = zeros(26,2);
pred_pos = zeros(26,2);
match_flag = zeros(26,1);
match_num = zeros(26,1);
conprednum = zeros(26,1);
% loop over all images
for i = 1 : 25
% load image
Imwork = (imread(['PAMDFilter\',int2str(i+1), '.tif']));
% Predicting & Matching Processes
if (i == 1)
% Initialize based on max value in the first image matrix
Imstart = (imread(['PAMDFilter\','1.tif']));
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[position(i,2),position(i,1)] = find(Imstart == max(Imstart(:)));
pred_pos(i,1) = position(i,1);
pred_pos(i,2) = position(i,2);
[position(i+1,1),position(i+1,2),flag] =
findPixel(Imwork,pred_pos(i,:),position(i,:),7,7);
if (flag == 1)
match_num(i) = 1;
match_flag(i) = 1;
conprednum(i) = 0;
else
match_num(i) = 0;
match_flag(i) = 0;
conprednum(i) = 1;
end
elseif (i == 2)
dx1 = position(i,1) - position(i-1,1);
dy1 = position(i,2) - position(i-1,2);
pred_pos(i,1) = position(i,1) + dx1;
pred_pos(i,2) = position(i,2) + dy1;
[position(i+1,1),position(i+1,2),flag] =
findPixel(Imwork,pred_pos(i,:),position(i,:),7,7);
if (flag == 1)
match_num(i) = match_num(i-1) + 1;
match_flag(i) = 1;
conprednum(i) = 0;
else
match_num(i) = 0;
match_flag(i) = 0;
conprednum(i) = conprednum(i-1) + 1;
end
else
dx1 = position(i,1) - position(i-1,1);
dy1 = position(i,2) - position(i-1,2);
dx2 = position(i-1,1) - position(i-2,1);
dy2 = position(i-1,2) - position(i-2,2);
pred_pos(i,1) = position(i,1) + dx1 + (dx1 - dx2); % predicted
position for the NEXT iteration
pred_pos(i,2) = position(i,2) + dy1 + (dy1 - dy2);
[position(i+1,1),position(i+1,2),flag] =
findPixel(Imwork,pred_pos(i,:),position(i,:),7,7);
if (flag == 1)
match_num(i) = match_num(i-1) + 1;
match_flag(i) = 1;
conprednum(i) = 0;
else
match_num(i) = 0;
match_flag(i) = 0;
conprednum(i) = conprednum(i-1) + 1;
end
end
end
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position
plot(position(:,1),position(:,2))
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